As we are flying through Term One here are a few little updates of our busy and exciting first term together. The children really are settling in very well and adjusting to the routines of Pre Primary!

In **Literacy** we are learning new letter names and sounds and practicing writing these in our Letter Trains! We are also making easy words with the sounds we know. It is great to see some of the children keen to practice this at home!

In **Numeracy** we have been learning about patterns and sorting different objects into groups. We are learning to use Five Frames and counting on to make different numbers. We have been focusing on writing numbers from a starting point and trying not to write them backwards!

In **Religion** we continue to discuss our Lenten Promises as we try to do our best to help others. We are also remembering our new Prayers really well.

In **Science** the children have been working together to explore and observe the different ways we look at different weather patterns.

In **Show and Tell** we have had a variety of interesting items brought in to discuss. It is lovely watching the children develop their confidence when they discuss their news each week.

We are enjoying a very fun and productive learning environment in Pre Primary!